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Docu+ Announces Exciting Partnership with 

Educational Distribution Leader GOOD DOCS 

 

 

 

SEOUL, KOREA – Docu+, a pioneering impact film studio, is thrilled to announce a 

significant step forward in its mission to provide educational resources to a wider audience. 

We have proudly signed a distribution deal with the reputable and industry-leading 

educational distribution company, GOOD DOCS. 

This strategic partnership between Docu+ and GOOD DOCS comes as a result of a shared 

vision to make high-quality educational content more accessible to schools, libraries, 

community organizations, and the general public. GOOD DOCS, renowned for its 

commitment to promoting enlightening and impactful documentaries and educational films, 

aligns perfectly with Docu+'s core values and objectives. 

With this collaboration, Docu+ will leverage GOOD DOCS' extensive distribution network, 

ensuring that our content reaches global audiences across various educational platforms. Our 

first feature documentary film ZERO WASTE will be available for streaming, licensing, and 

purchase through GOOD DOCS' widespread channels, allowing educators, students, and 

lifelong learners to access valuable resources that inspire, educate, and entertain. 

http://www.docuplus.co.kr/


Founder and Director of Docu+, Danny Kim, expressed great enthusiasm about the 

partnership, stating, "We are thrilled to partner with GOOD DOCS, a company that shares 

our passion for educational excellence and social impact. Together, we will further our 

mission of fostering a love for learning and knowledge dissemination, transcending 

boundaries and making a positive difference in countless lives." 

Through this distribution deal, Docu+ anticipates reaching a wider audience, tapping into 

new markets, and enhancing the educational landscape significantly. As both companies 

continue to produce thought-provoking and impactful content, this partnership promises to 

shape the future of educational media, inspiring generations to come. 

 

 

About Docu+: 

 

Docu+ is an acclaimed impact film studio dedicated to creating thought-provoking and 

impactful documentaries. With a mission to tell meaningful stories that matter, Docu+ 

leverages the power of film to shed light on pressing societal, cultural, and environmental 

issues. Through its unique storytelling approach, the company seeks to inspire, educate, and 

engage audiences worldwide. 

 

About GOOD DOCS: 

GOOD DOCS is a leading educational distribution company committed to promoting 

enlightening documentaries and educational films that inspire positive change. Through its 

extensive network, GOOD DOCS strives to make powerful content accessible to institutions 

and individuals worldwide. To learn more, please visit www.gooddocs.net 
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